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Objectives: Sign-out (SO) is a challenge to the emergency physician. Some training programs have instituted overlapping 9-hour shifts. The residents see patients for eight hours, and have one hour of wrap-up time. This hour helps them complete patient care, leaving fewer patients to sign-out. We examined whether this strategy impacts SO burden.

Methods: This is a retrospective review of patients evaluated by emergency medicine (EM) residents working 9-hour (eight hours of patient care, one hour wrap-up time) and 12-hour shifts (12 hours patient care, no reserved time for wrap-up). Data were collected by reviewing the clinical tracker. A patient was assigned to the resident who initiated care and dictated the chart. SO was defined as any patient in the ED without disposition at change of shift. Patient turn-around-time (TAT) was also recorded.

Results: One-hundred sixty-one postgraduate-year-one resident (PGY1), 264 postgraduate-year-two resident (PGY2), and 193 postgraduate-year-three resident (PGY3) shifts were included. PGY1s signed out 1.9 patients per 12-hour shift. PGY2s signed out 2.3 patients on 12-hour shifts and 1.8 patients on 9-hour shifts. PGY3s signed out 2.1 patients on 12-hour shifts and 2.0 patients on 9-hour shifts. When we controlled for patients seen per hour, SO burden was constant by class regardless of shift length, with PGY2s signing out 18% of patients seen compared to 15% for PGY3s. PGY1s signed out 18% of patients seen. TAT for patients seen by PGY1s and PGY2s was similar, at 189 and 187 minutes, respectively. TAT for patients seen by PGY3s was significantly less at 175 minutes.

Conclusion: The additional hour devoted to wrapping up patients in the ED had no affect on SO burden. The SO burden represented a fixed percentage of the total number of patients seen by the residents. PGY3s sign-out a smaller percentage of patients seen compared to other classes, and have faster TATs. [West J Emerg Med. 2010; 11(1):35-39].

INTRODUCTION

Shift work is inherent to emergency medicine (EM) practice and is becoming more common in other disciplines, as many centers switch to a hospitalist-based admission system. Inherent to any shift-based medical system is the need to transfer care of patients to new providers at change of shift. It has been noted in the literature that overlapping shifts might help reduce the sign-out (SO) burden by allowing physicians the opportunity to wrap up patients and have fewer undispositioned patients at change of shift; however, the impact of this shift paradigm on SO burden has not been studied.

We sought to determine whether there is any difference in SO burden by post-graduate year (PGY) among PGY1s, PGY2s, and PGY3s. We also studied differences in SO burden from PGY2s and PGY3s working 12-hour versus 9-hour shifts.
shifts, with an hour of shift overlap specifically dedicated to wrapping up existing patients. Since SO burden is partly determined by the number of patients seen by each resident and partly determined by the turn-around time (TAT) of each patient seen, we collected these data points for each class, as well. We hypothesized that residents would sign out fewer patients on 9-hour shifts compared to 12-hour shifts because the additional hour of wrap-up time would allow residents to disposition more patients prior to shift termination. We also hypothesized that residents of more advanced training would sign out fewer patients than residents with less training, as we expected they would have shorter TATs as a function of their higher level of experience.

METHODS
This is a retrospective chart review of patients evaluated by EM residents in an urban tertiary care referral center. The emergency department (ED) has 45 beds with an annual volume of 65,000. The study period was three consecutive months beginning November 1, 2006. This time period was chosen to avoid the summer, when residents are adjusting to their new roles, as well as the spring, when residents are allowed to trade shifts with those of different levels of training. All EM residency shifts during the study period were included. Shifts were a combination of 9-hour shifts (7am – 4pm, 3pm – 12am, and 11pm – 8am) and 12-hour shifts (7am – 7pm, 8am – 8pm, 9am – 9pm, 1am – 1pm, 2pm – 2am, 7pm – 7am, and 8pm – 8am). All residents working 9-hour shifts are expected to see new patients for eight hours and devote their last hour to wrapping up existing patients. They are aware of this expectation, which is reinforced as part of their ED orientation. During the study period, no resident working a 9-hour shift initiated care on a patient in the last hour of his shift. PGY1s only worked 12-hour shifts, while PGY2s and PGY3s worked a combination of shift lengths. Shifts worked by off-service residents were excluded. We also excluded shifts worked on the weekly conference days, as residents work shifts of differing lengths compared to the rest of the week and because there is a different proportion of attending physician and physician assistant coverage on those days.

We collected data by review of the clinical tracker (VitalWorks version 2.7.2, modified 4/26/05), which creates a permanent electronic record of time of resident assignment and time of patient disposition. The difference between these times was defined as the TAT. We did not use time-to-bed assignment or time-to-removal of the patient name from the tracker for our data collection, as these items are based upon bed availability and secretarial work-load, which are parameters beyond the residents’ control. We checked data against the patient’s medical record and the residents’ work schedule to verify the provider assigned to the patient. A patient was assigned to a resident if the resident initiated care on the patient and dictated the chart. Ten percent of the data was collected by a second data abstractor, with an interobserver reliability of 97% for identification of both the specific resident assigned to the patient and for time of patient care initiation. When patients were in the ED through multiple shifts and cared for by multiple providers, the resident who first initiated care and dictated the chart was credited with that given patient and that patient’s TAT.

SO burden was defined as the number of patients remaining in the ED with no disposition at change of shift. Change of shift was defined as the pre-determined time at which a provider is scheduled to end his clinical shift. SO burden and TAT by shift length were examined by two-tailed T test, and ANOVA was used to assess SO burden and TAT by resident training level. Trained data abstractors entered data into a standardized spreadsheet. The study protocol was reviewed by the institutional review board and found to be exempt.

RESULTS
A total of 161 PGY1 shifts (all twelve-hour shifts), 264 PGY2 shifts (101 twelve-hour shifts, 163 nine-hour shifts), and 193 PGY3 shifts (156 twelve-hour shifts, 37 nine-hour shifts) were included. PGY1s signed out an average of 1.9 patients per twelve-hour shift. PGY2s signed out an average of 2.3 patients on twelve-hour shifts and 1.8 patients on nine-hour shifts (p = 0.004). PGY3s signed out an average of 2.1 patients on twelve-hour shifts and 2.0 patients on nine-hour shifts (p = 0.45). When we controlled for the volume of patients seen per hour during the course of a shift, SO burden was constant for PGY2s and PGY3s respectively, regardless of shift length. In other words, PGY2s saw more patients per hour during their shorter shifts, and this accounted for the increased SO burden on the shorter shifts. PGY2s signed out 18% of the patients they saw (p = 0.91 between different shift lengths) and saw 1.13 patients per hour. PGY3s, on the other hand, signed out 15% of the patients they saw, and saw 1.25 patients per hour. There was no significant difference between the percentage of patients SO on 12-hour compared to 9-hour shifts for PGY3s (p = 0.08). The difference between percentage of patients signed out by PGY3s and PGY2s was statistically significant (p=0.005), although the total number was not. PGY1s signed out 18% of the patients they saw, and saw 0.85 patients per hour. Residents working 12-hour shifts reported staying an average of 60 minutes beyond the end of their shift, while residents working 9-hour shifts reported staying on average about 30 minutes late. There was a wide range of overtime described by residents, with some residents reporting staying two hours late regardless of shift length and others reporting leaving within 15 minutes. However, the majority reported staying later after longer shifts than shorter shifts.

TAT for patients seen by PGY1s was 189 minutes (95 percent confidence interval, 7 minutes). TAT for patients seen
by PGY2s was similar, at 187 minutes (95 percent confidence interval, 5 minutes). TAT for patients seen by PGY3s was significantly less at 175 minutes (95 percent confidence interval, 5 minutes, p<0.01). For PGY2s and PGY3s, there was no statistically significant difference in TAT for 9-hour compared to 12-hour shifts.

DISCUSSION

The Joint Commission for the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations made better communication between medical providers at patient sign-out a National Patient Safety Goal in 2006. The evidence that there is room for improvement in inter-provider communication is well supported in the literature. Incomplete communication between providers in the inpatient and outpatient setting has been shown to be both common and deleterious to patient care. Because of work-hour restrictions, SO between house officers in the inpatient setting is becoming more frequent, but few programs have standardized the SO process or provide training in appropriate SO procedures, and patients are more likely to suffer an adverse event after SO to a new provider. This is compounded by incomplete attending-level supervision, since attendings are often not present during SO and housestaff may be unable to effectively communicate or understand the critical issues regarding a given patient’s care. The surgical literature identifies miscommunication at SO as being an integral contributor to medical errors. Although there is a growing body of research regarding how to make SO safer, more complete, and more effective, SO continues to be a high-risk time in patient care, as information may be lost that results in medical errors and near misses. Therefore, in addition to seeking to make the SO process safe, standardized and comprehensive, it is also desirable to limit the number of patients signed out each day. Data on EM provider satisfaction have led many training programs to reduce the length of shifts worked, which intuitively leads one to think that more patients will be signed out each day, as there are more total daily shifts for the same provider coverage. For example, an ED that utilizes 12-hour shifts with two SO per day should sign out fewer total patients during the course of a day than an ED that utilizes 8- or 6-hour shifts with three or four sign-outs per day. A reasonable solution to this is to provide residents with scheduled time during a shift to disposition existing patients while having no responsibility for seeing new patients. This is the reasoning behind 9-hour overlapping shifts.

Our study did not find any evidence to support this practice as a means of reducing SO burden. The additional hour devoted to wrapping up existing patients in the ED had no affect on the number of patients signed out at change of shift. For PGY2s, the SO burden was higher after shorter shifts than longer shifts, and for PGY3s, the number was the same. Instead, we found that PGY2s and PGY3s signed out a fixed percentage of the total patients they saw, and they saw more patients per hour on the shorter shifts. Indeed, staffing the ED with residents working nine-hour shifts would result in more total patients signed out in a 24-hour period, compared to staffing with residents working 12-hour shifts. It is unclear why this occurred. It is possible that residents working 12-hour shifts see fewer new patients in the last hour of their clinical shifts, thereby giving themselves time to finish up patients from the first 11 hours. This would mimic the built-in hour at the end of the 9-hour shifts, which is devoted simply to patient wrap up. It may also be that residents working 9-hour shifts signout the same total number of patients, but their SO may be more complete and more “tidied up” than residents working 12-hour shifts. An additional reason for this phenomenon might be that residents working 12-hour shifts pick up lower acuity complaints near the end of their shifts, while those working 9-hour shifts continue to pick up higher acuity complaints with the anticipation of an hour to complete care.

The ability to multi-task and work efficiently is an important goal of EM training. In our study, PGY3s saw more patients and dispositioned them more quickly than their counterparts who had completed less training. This is probably because of their increased experience and ability to act independently in a clinical setting. The improved ability to see patients per hour as residents progress through the course of training has been well documented in the literature, and one study has shown that PGY1s have longer TATs than PGY2s and PGY3s. Although our study period intentionally began five months into the academic year so that PGY1s would have become oriented to their roles as resident physicians, we believe that less experienced providers are possibly less facile at navigating any hospital system. It is also possible that as residents spend more time in a given hospital, they develop interpersonal relationships with consultants, nurses, clerical staff, and other residents, which may help facilitate patient disposition. Ultimately, it can be argued whether a decrease in TAT by 12 minutes between PGY2s and PGY3s is clinically significant or merely statistically significant. Twelve minutes for a single patient encounter may not make a significant difference in patient flow in a busy ED, but the same 12 minutes could potentially be very consequential on the larger scale of dozens of patients seen by residents each day.

Most likely, it is this increased efficiency that led to PGY3s having a lower SO burden at the end of their shifts when compared to PGY2s and PGY1s. Additionally, PGY3s may be better able to anticipate the end of their shifts and assess the level of complexity of new patients, leading them to choose patients with straightforward dispositions and resulting in a lower SO burden.
LIMITATIONS

There are a number of limitations with our study. We were unable to control for patient acuity, as the electronic tracking system utilized for data acquisition did not record triage levels during the study period. This is important, as higher acuity or more complex patients may sometimes (but certainly not always) take longer to disposition than lower acuity patients. This could result in changes in TAT and SO burden. At another institution, it was shown that PGY3s see lower acuity patients than PGY2s or PGY1s.\(^1\) It is unknown if this is generalizable to our resident population. However, PGY2s at our institution are more commonly assigned to “trauma” shifts, which are 12-hour shifts from 8 am to 8 pm and 8 pm to 8 am during which they are responsible for procedures on trauma patients, and this could conceivably impact those residents’ TATs and SO burden. The impact of this should be small, however, since other residents often care for trauma patients, and there are no other clearly defined patient type to which residents are assigned.

There was no way to quantify the quality of SO. In other words, there was no way to determine how concise, complete, or error-free each SO was by residents of varying levels or working different length shifts. We likewise could not find a reliable way to determine the number of procedures signed out. This is significant, because the SO burden, defined as the number of patients remaining with no disposition, may be less or more of a work-load to a provider starting his clinical shift depending on the complexity and further workup involved with the patient. Indeed, a SO involving a single poorly understood patient with incomplete information can result in an incoming provider’s inability to see new patients or attend to other work; whereas a SO involving many patients that is complete and focused may interfere very little with seeing new patients.

Another possible limitation is that we did not look at patient length of stay (LOS), or time from triage to disposition. We only looked at the time in which residents were directly involved in patients’ care. Therefore, we cannot address the rapidity with which residents pick up waiting patients. We also cannot state whether residents of different levels of training or working different length shifts contribute differently to patient total LOS. For instance, it may be that PGY2s and PGY1s have the same patient TATs, but one of those classes may see waiting patients more rapidly and therefore have decreased total ED LOS. We did not undertake this assessment because it relies heavily on when patients are placed in rooms to be seen, and residents have little control over this portion of the patient’s timeline in their ED.

Finally, our data were drawn from a single institution, and may not be generalizable to other institutions. Our ED LOS averages 180 minutes for discharged patients, and our overall boarding times are 7.5 hours for admitted patients. This is lower than the national average and may speak to systems issues that are unique to our institution.

CONCLUSION

Shifts with a built-in hour for wrapping up existing patients did not result in a reduction of SO burden. Instead, the number of patients signed out represented a fixed percentage of the total number of patients seen by PGY2s and PGY3s. This may be because of end-of-shift behavior differences in residents working 12-hour versus 9-hour shifts. PGY3s saw more patients and signed out a smaller percentage of patients seen compared to other classes.

PGY3s have faster patient TATs than PGY2s or PGY1s. PGY2s and PGY1s have the same TATs, but PGY2s see more patients during the course of their shifts. There was no difference in TAT for PGY2s or PGY3s as a function of their shift length.
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